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INTRO
Every year, some 3000 personalities from business, politics,
culture and research meet at
the World Economic Forum in
Davos. When we hear about
the mottoes of these meetings,
such as “Improving the state
of the world: Rethinking –
Redesigning – Renewing”
(2010) or “Globalization 4.0:
Designing global architecture in
the age of the Fourth Industrial
Revolution” (2019), one might
think that real do-gooders are
at work here. But the reality is
different: Political, social and
economic crises are on the rise.
In addition, there are threats
caused by human ingenuity in
various scientific fields, which

are intertwined in complex
ways: Artificial super-intelligence is supposed to take over
the helm, genetic engineers are
designing humans, neurotechnologies are supposed to control the human mind, and artificial pathogens terrify the
world population. Is scientific
research – sponsored by the
leading world designers – really
just interested in the well-being
of humanity? The articles in
this issue show the possibility
that here some very special
projects are to be implemented
which endanger humanity ... [1]

Coronavirus:
Dangerous or laboratory test epidemic?

ag/ch. Every day there are new
reports on the spreading of the
coronavirus. Currently there are
127,863 people that have tested
positive for coronavirus worldwide, of which 68,310 people
were cured and 4,718 people
died (as of March 12th, 2020).
According to the Robert Koch
Institute (RKI), a total of 202
people died of the flu virus in
Germany in the 2019/2020 flu
season. According to the RKI,
the coronavirus has so far led to
4 fatalities (status March 12th,
2020). Is the coronavirus really
as dangerous as is propagated
The Editors
by the WHO, by authorities and
(kno./nm./mol./fro./mv.)
the media? The virus specialist
Dr. Claus Koehnlein comes to
Nursing robots a way out of the
conclusion that panic-monnursing crisis – but what about the human being? the
gering is being practiced with
fro. According to an expert report the people in need of care the coronavirus. Due to the very
by the University of Bremen on actually need are love, attention, similar symptoms and course
behalf of the Federal Ministry of personal conversations, a sense of the disease, the corona infecHealth, German nursing homes of community, opportunities to
are currently lacking 100,000 per- participate, etc. But this can only Transhumanism* –
sonnel as nursing staff. However, be provided by a person who has does the future belong to
job offers are rarely accepted sensitivity and emotions. These
nm./mol. Part human, part
because the working conditions areas remain out of reach of a
machine: cyborgs have long
are extremely unfavorable, and technical device such as a nurceased to belong only to
the nursing staff are massively sing robot, even if an approach
science fiction. Cyborgs are
overloaded. This nursing emer- seems to be possible with
people whose bodies contain
gency is now being addressed advancing artificial intelligence
technology to enhance human
by the use of nursing robots. But – but only apparently. On this
capabilities. The plans of the
this means nothing other than path, the human being as an
transhumanists go so far as to
replacing human nursing staff emotional and communal being
say that the future does not
with technical equipment. What ultimately falls by the wayside. [3]
belong to the natural human
Quellen: [1] https://scilogs.spektrum.de/beobachtungen-der-wissenschaft/globalisierung- being, but to hybrid beings
4-0-das-weltwirtschaftsforum-zwischen-diskussion-ueber-unsere-technologische- created by genetic engineering,
zukunft-und-der-immer-unertraeglicher-werdenden-eitelkeit-einer-stumpfen-globalenrobotics etc. – omnipotent,
finanzelite/ [2] https://youtube.com/watch?v=uq57pWuGJlU | https://rki.de/DE/
Content/InfAZ/N/Neuartiges_Coronavirus/Fallzahlen.html | https://gisanddata.maps. immortal and unlimited. This is
arcgis.com/apps/opsdashboard/index.html?fbclid=IwAR0EA4t77tlYrr_W66R97 how the influential mastermind
yp22Y0rKveAgbsjOAZa0ki4j9XaUFEwu5SEY#/bda7594740fd40299423467b48e9ecf6 of transhumanism and head
[3] https://aerzteblatt.de/nachrichten/sw/Pflegenotstand?nid=109633 | https://
of technical development at
youtube.com/watch?v=ZiUxr6R41xM [4] http://singularity.com/KurzweilFuturist.pdf |
www.sein.de/transhumanismus-die-groesste-gefahr-fuer-die-menschheit/ | https:// Google, Ray Kurzweil, describes
mdr.de/wissen/faszination-technik/wenn-mensch-und-technik-verschmelzen-100.html it: “We will combine the power

tion cannot be distinguished
from a normal flu. In his opinion,
the current corona virus tests are
not really significant and with
their help the natural, everyday
mortality rate due to pneumonia
would be redefined as coronavirus disease. If a patient died
of pneumonia and no test for
corona was performed, he had
died of pneumonia. If, however,
a corona test was carried out on
him, he would have officially
died of corona. At the time of
bird-flu, patients were declared
to have died from bird-flu, at the
time of swine-flu from swineflu. Currently, the number of
new cases would be increasing
because more and more tests
were carried out. Dr. Koehnlein
comes to the conclusion that
the coronavirus, when viewed
soberly, is a “laboratory test
epidemic”. [2]

machines?
of our brains, all the knowledge,
skills and personal quirks that
make us human, with our computer power [...] This fusion of
man and machine, with the
sudden explosion of machine
intelligence, will lead to a
world where there is no longer
any distinction between biological and mechanical life, or
between physical and virtual
reality.” With this, doors will
be wide open to the control and
management of humanity by
anonymous programmers. [4]
*An ideology that wants to expand the
limits of human capabilities through
the use of technological methods.
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Jeffrey Epstein: High finance sponsors controversial high-tech
nm./lm. Jeffrey Epstein was
a US investment banker and
convicted sex offender. In 2019
he was accused of running a
sex-trafficking ring with underage children for high-profile
individuals. He died in prison,
officially by suicide. What the
public doesn’t know, however,
is that through a foundation
he funded programs dealing
with human behavior modifi-

cation, transhumanism, artificial intelligence or genetic
manipulation. He supported
scientists such as Martin A.
Nowak, Marvin Minsky and
George Church. As an active
member of EDGE*, Epstein
brought together leading
researchers and billionaires.
Moreover, Epstein was a board
member of the Rockefeller
University and was a member

of the “Harvard Society for
Mind, Brain and Behavior”.
He was also a member of
influential think tanks such
as the Trilateral Commission.
Looking at all these connections of Epstein, it becomes
clear that Epstein, who was
portrayed by the media predominantly as a lone wolf
pedophilic offender, was part
and hub of a closely inter-

twined network of high finance
and high-risk research areas.
This network obviously works
closely together on technologies to make natural humans
manipulable and controllable.
[5]

creating a superior human
race. According to media
information, we are still miles
away from “producing” tailormade designer babies. But
there are already scientists
like He Jiankui, who in 2018
claimed to have genetically
manipulated twin girls before
their birth with CRISPR/ Cas.

Especially precarious: Such
changes in a person’s genetic
makeup are irreversible and
can even be passed on
through generations – with
completely unknown consequences! [6]

*EDGE: This organization strives to
reach the edge of knowledge, the
so-called borderline sciences

Irresponsible genetic manipulation on humans
mol. A few years ago, scientists discovered a mechanism
by which it is possible to modify DNA in a targeted manner.
With this so-called “gene
scissors” named CRISPR/
Cas*, gene sequences can be
inserted or removed at will.
Proponents of the technique
argue that CRISPR/Cas can

be used to prevent serious
hereditary diseases. Critics,
however, fear abuse. Among
others, Harvard professor
George Church, who was
supported by Jeffrey Epstein,
was granted a patent for the
use of the “gene scissors”. He
works on changing and modifying genes with the aim of

“Should be ashamed all who carelessly use the wonders of science
and technology, and have not recorded them mentally
as the cow of the botany of the plants they eat with relish.”
Albert Einstein, Physicist (1879-1955)

Circular economy – recycling of human bodies?
kno. More and more frequently, the topic of circular economy appears in the mainstream
media. Circular economy,
which is the recycling and
saving of resources, sounds
reasonable. However, an
extremely disconcerting example shows how far some
are willing to go with this
“sustainable” economic model:
In Seattle, in the US state of

Washington, the first composting plant for human bodies is
scheduled to go into operation
at the beginning of 2021. The
process is said to be permitted
by law in the US state of
Washington as of May 1st,
2020. The composting of
deceased humans would
prevent the emission of CO2,
which is produced during the
combustion and during the

production of coffins and
gravestones. This process
would save one ton of CO2
compared to a conventional
burial. Man thus turns into a
profane potting soil after his
death which the relatives can
use in their garden. Is this
recycling of the dead consistent with human dignity or
does this rather cross all
ethical boundaries? [7]

Sources: [5] https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jeffrey_Epstein | http://jeffreyepstein.org/Jeffrey_Epstein.html |
https://bioedge.org/bioethics/the-bizarre-transhumanist-fantasies-of-jeffrey-epstein/13158 | https://dieunbestechlichen.com/
2019/08/fall-epstein-10-transhumanismus-und-mind-control/ [6] https://spiegel.de/gesundheit/diagnose/china-angeblichgenmanipulierte-zwillinge-geboren-a-1240404.html | https://transgen.de/recht/2721.crispr-streit-patent.html |
https://dieunbestechlichen.com/2019/08/fall-epstein-10-transhumanismus-und-mind-control/ | https://youtube.com/
watch?v=2DrLyS9-S0o (from approx. minute 12:25 until approx minute 21) [7] https://focus.de/gesundheit/news/neuemethode-klimaneutral-sterben-menschen-koennen-sich-ab-2021-kompostieren-lassen_id_11448938.html |
https://epochtimes.de/politik/welt/washington-erlaubt-als-erstes-kompostieren-von-leichen-bischofskonferenz-kritisiertfehlenden-respekt-a2893395.html | https://utopia.de/ratgeber/cradle-to-cradle-kreislaufwirtschaft/

*CRISPR/Cas
= DNA-cutting protein

Closing Point ●
All these contributions
make it clear that highly
courted and highly
funded scientific areas
are increasingly
crossing red lines and
that a science tending
towards “megalomania”
is less and less afraid of
breaking ethical-moral
taboos. Even in view of
all the blatant violations
of borders that endanger
the existence of
humanity, the following
words of Hermann
Hesse* apply:

“Remember,
soft is stronger than
hard, water stronger
than rock, love stronger
than violence.”
*Swiss-German writer
(1877-1962)

The Editors (nm./ag.)

The sources were taken from the German edition and may contain German references.
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